Question to the Nordic package group
This form should always be used when sending questions to the Nordic package
group. Product specific questions for pending applications should not be sent to the
Nordic package group, but should instead be dealt with within the ongoing marketing
authorisation procedure/variation procedure.
Questioner
Name

MAH/Applicant

E-mail

Date

This question concerns the following Nordic countries
SE

NO

DK

FI

IS

Topic
Leaflet
Labelling
Other, please clarify:
Question and proposed solution
Please specify the question

If this question is already included in the Nordic Q&A document, please specify the difference

Proposal for solution (if applicable)

The question should be sent to all e-mail addresses below. In the e-mail subject line please
state “Question or comment regarding Nordic packages + <description of the question or
comment>”.
Denmark
Finland
Iceland
Norway
Sweden

godkendelse@dkma.dk
mrp@fimea.fi
ima@ima.is
pi@noma.no
registrator@lakemedelsverket.se

Information about how personal data is processed
Personal data provided through this form will be processed by the Nordic medicinal
agencies. The personal data includes name and e-mail address concerning the
questioner. The purpose of the data processing is to handle the questioner’s query.
Because the query shall be processed by the agencies the legal basis for the data
processing is that it is necessary as part of the exercise of official authority by
respective agency. Your personal data will be stored in accordance with archive
legislation.
The agencies are responsible for the personal data processing. If you want to know if
the agencies process personal data about you, you can contact the authorities. If you
want your personal data rectified, if you want to request a restriction of the processing
or have your personal data erased, you can also contact the authorities. In some
cases you also have the right to object to the processing of your personal data. If you
have a complaint about the processing of your personal data by the authorities, you
can contact the authorities and/or a national data protection authority.

Contact information to the Nordic medicinal agencies:
Sweden
+46 18 17 46 00
registrator@lakemedelsverket.se
Norway
+47 22 89 77 00
post@noma.no
Finland
+358 29 522 3341
registry@fimea.fi
Iceland
+354 520 2100
ima@ima.is
Denmark
+45 44 88 95 95
dkma@dkma.dk

